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Abstract 
This paper describes the IT691 projects for both 
semesters of the 2006-2007 academic year and briefly 
summarizes the quality assurance (QA), testing, and 
maintenance performed on the projects by a separate 
project team.  IT691 is a capstone course in the MS in 
IT program that involves reading assignments, online 
and off-line research, and real-world projects.  Student 
teams design and develop practical, working, and 
scalable project systems with full supporting 
documentation for actual customers using current 
information systems and internet technologies. The 
completed project must be deployed and demonstrated 
online or in class.  For most projects the course 
culminates on Student/Faculty Research Day with the 
delivery of a paper describing the project system and 
the related research. 
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1 Introduction 

Quality Assurance (QA) is the evaluation of 
performance and the confirmation that the services or 
the quality of the system or software are provided to the 
users.  Testing is the process of evaluating a system or 
software in order to make sure that it meets the needs of 
the user. Testing is used to detect problems within the 
system or software.  Maintenance is the process of 
evaluating a system or software to verify that it still 
meets the needs of the users involved. If problem are 
detected, they are repaired so that the system or 
software is back in order. 
 
2. Objectives 

This is a yearly project that has the purpose of 
ensuring standardization and quality of our project 
systems. This project is ideal for those interested in or 
having expertise in quality assurance, system testing, 
and system maintenance. This year's project will have a 
greater emphasis on testing and evaluation. The team 
will perform the following tasks to review and evaluate 
this year's IT691 projects. 

3. Projects Investigated 
 
3.1 Mouse Movement System 

The Mouse Movement System was created to 
show how different individuals can be identified by the 
way they move a mouse. This team created a program to 
identify the individual using the program. 

The first stage of evaluating this software was the 
Data Capture stage. This consisted of each of us 
completing the Twenty-Five Button test ten times each. 
That gave us the information we needed to train the 
system. We also completed the Twenty-Five Button test 
three more times each to supply us with testing data. 

The Second stage of evaluating this software was 
the Feature Extraction stage. This consisted of us 
modifying the ‘FE.conf’ and ‘profileDB.txt’ files so that 
it would load our twenty training samples. Then using 
Dos command line we processed our data through the 
‘FeatureExtraction.jar’ which then in turn created a file 
called ‘FeatureVector.csv’ that contained our processed 
data. The ‘FeatureVector.csv’ contained Average Curve 
Speed, Average Curve Time and Average Click 
Duration as well as the standard deviation of each. This 
will be the features the program uses to try and identify 
the user of the program. 

The Third stage of evaluating this software was the 
Classifier stage. This consisted of testing the six testing 
samples against the processed Data as well as the Raw 
Data (unprocessed data) to see if the program can tell 
the difference between our mouse movement styles on 
the twenty-five button test.  

For this stage the ‘Classifier.conf’ was modified 
several times to make the program work the way we 
intended it. The ‘Classifier.conf’ was a basic text file 
that had three values separated by commas. The first 
value was the input method which could be either 
Processed data (from the second stage) or to have 
simply Raw Data (from the first stage). The second 
value was the Classifier method which could be either K 
Nearest Neighbor or Leave One Out Method. The third 
value was simply the name of our test data file. 

We ran the Classifier several times to find that the 
program could correctly identify Brian and I seventy 
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percent of the time, which is satisfactory result for this 
testing.  

A major problem encountered in the evaluation 
was downloading the code and getting it running.  We 
had to log into the team’s utopia account and download 
eighty folders containing six hundred and sixty seven 
files.  FTP transfer of code from Utopia, especially 
keeping a connection established using CoreFTP (which 
we were using), was tedious.  Compiling the code 
presented another difficulty that will not be described in 
detail.  Although the project’s user manual was helpful 
for most steps by providing a step-by-step process with 
detailed pictures on what to click and what to open, we 
still had some difficulty.  We then found executable jar 
files that were not properly labeled.   

Our recommendation is that all applications should 
be created as an executable file or, for Java, as an 
executable jar.  In this case, because the NetBean/JDK 
installation and setup is confusing and takes too much 
time, it is understandable why the executable file format 
was not implemented. Because Java is known for not 
being easily ported to run as an executable file, the 
furthest they could go was the executable jar.  
 
3.2 Stylometry System 

To test this system we originally planned to input 
ten emails from each of us. 

We would then load the files into the program and 
the program would ask us who the author of each file 
was, we would input either Adam or Brian. 

After the program had been trained with the 
sample emails we would then take a different email 
from either Brian or I and ask the program who the 
author was. The program would then try and distinguish 
who the author was by comparing the test file to the 
processed data. However, our emails were short and we 
both felt that our writing styles were too similar, thus 
the program did not really work correctly. 

To solve this problem instead of having the 
program compare emails we would have the program 
compare song lyrics from three different artists. The 
artist we chose to use were from different generations 
and had very different styles. 

The three artists we used were, Frank Sinatra 
which was easy listening from the 1940’s, The Doors 
which was rock and roll from the 1960’s and lastly Ice 
Cube which was rap from the 1990’s. These three artists 
have totally different styles of song writing and we felt 
that the program would have great success. 

The first thing we did was find a website with 
accurate lyrics from these artists. The website we used 
was ‘http://www.oldielyrics.com’. This site had a 
accurate lyrics. We use the term accurate because Frank 
Sinatra would use words like swingin’ instead of of 
proper swinging. Another example is that Ice Cube and 
to some extent The Doors would use curse words in 

their songs and these were not censored in anyway. It 
was important that the original song lyrics were not 
changed/censored in anyway in order for this to be 
accurate. 

To start the training of the program we needed to 
create our Base Data Set, ‘BaseData.txt’. This is the file 
that would have the characteristic of each artist and 
would be used when we had our testing lyric samples. 
This was done by loading in the thirty total lyric test 
files and then telling the program if the artist was Frank 
Sinatra, The Doors or Ice Cube one by one. 

To test the program we would load our 
BaseData.txt file into the program and also load our test 
files (Clean Data). We would then have the program 
compare the two. The program would then ask us to 
save the compare file, we named them as ‘test0X.txt’ 
and specify that the name of the artist was ‘Unknown’. 
The program would then confirm that the file has been 
saved and would give us the ten closest Nearest 
Neighbors. 

Surprisingly in the several tests that we did the 
program was right 100% of the time and in some cases 
matching the artist up to a record of six nearest 
neighbors. The Stylometry System Software proved to 
be high powered with the right amount of training and 
was very easy to use. The software consisted of an 
easily downloadable program called 
“StylometryApp.exe” which did not require an install, 
but ran as a stand alone executable. 

 
3.3 Bridge Bidding System 

The goal of this project is to help new card game 
players learn to become better Bridge players. The 
system acts like a tutorial to help the user easily learn 
the rules of Bridge. This program was not testable so a 
comparable program was used in the review. 

One feature of the application is that it helps the 
user place reasonable bids for different sets of hands. 
The software then displays if the bid placed was indeed 
reasonable. This is done by comparing the score of each 
hand to the other three computer generated players, 
West, North and East, participating in the game.  

Since this system was not really testable, a 
comparable internet program that would serve the same 
purpose as team four’s is http://learnbridge.com. The 
cost for the use of this program is twenty-seven dollars. 
The site does allow a ten day full function trial program 
of the software. We downloaded and installed the trial 
of Tutorial Bridge version 4.4 and used that as our 
tested software. 

The program does provide you with a complete 
understanding of the bridge betting basics as well as a 
complete, easy to follow, user guide. The software has 
earned ten awards for the shareware scene and those 
awards can be viewed on the sites awards page. 
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One problem we did find with this program is that 
the hands played were not very random and it seemed 
that in every session there was always one opponent that 
was far better than the other two. The source code was 
not available to look at but perhaps better random 
number generator code can be used to get a more 
random dealing of cards. 
 
3.4 Genealogy Web Application 

The Genealogy Web Application is a database that 
holds the genealogy of the Kennedy family tree. It 
allows you to add edit of the Kennedy family. The task 
for our team was to clean up the Kennedy Family Tree 
and to add Michael Skakel, Robert F. Kennedy’s 
nephew.  

Michael Skakel is of interest because he killed a 
girl named Martha Moxley with a golf club at age 15. 
He was found guilty for the crime twenty-five years 
later. The reason of the late distribution of justice is said 
to be because of his relation to the Kennedy’s. 

This task proves the databases complexities 
because Michael Skakel is not a direct Kennedy. He is 
the nephew of Robert Kennedy’s wife Ethel. To be 
exact Ethel Skakel had a brother named Rushton, 
Rushton Skakel’s son was Michael, the individual who 
committed the murder.  

When we first signed in the tree was incomplete, 
and the “born on” and “died on” dates were almost all 
missing from every member on the tree. The database 
had the ability for us to go back and add the required 
dates, after we researched the Kennedy family. 

This was by far the most user friendly software. 
The site did require a user name and password that 
when we signed in with.  The next screen welcomed us 
but not with the user name, but rather our password.  
This is a major security flaw and should be revised. 
Security professionals know that the user name is much 
easier to gain access to and the passwords hold most of 
the protection. An onlooker can peak at a users monitor 
and gain access to his or her password with little effort. 
Also, if a user is already logged in packet sniffing 
software has a better chance at sniffing out the 
password. Since the password is displayed on the 
webpage it will make it easier to sniff out.   

The database was very accommodating because it 
is web based. All the user has to do is log in. Each 
individual on the family tree had a data page. We were 
able to view and configure each page to see each 
member’s tree perspective. If we wanted to modify an 
individual or link him/her to another person all we had 
to do was click the name and the pop-up data sheet 
would come up. Once the changed/links have been 
made we simply clicked “save” and the tree is updated.  

A flaw with the program is that you can not see the 
Skakel family imbedded into the Kennedy tree. Ethel 
Skakel appears with her husband Robert F Kennedy but 

to see Michael you have to go to the Skakel Tree. He 
can not be seen through the Kennedy Tree.  
 
3.5 Keystroke Biometric System 

Through the publication of several papers and DPS 
dissertations our School of CSIS is being recognized as 
a leader in the area of the keystroke biometric. 
Increasing our database of keystroke data by additional 
users will facilitate the continuation of technical work in 
this area and allow us to report on experiments on larger 
numbers of users. Therefore, the primary task that we 
performed with regards to this system was to test the 
data capturing component of the system. Each member 
of our team entered five data samples in each of the four 
categories: desktop keyboard/copy task, desktop 
keyboard/free-text, laptop keyboard/copy task, and 
laptop keyboard/free text.  

This was also a purely web based application. The 
only thing we needed for this program to run is a low 
form of java installed as a plug-in to our Internet 
browser.  No pointers needed to be specified like other 
java compiling programs. This feature made the 
program very user friendly.  

For the system to remember the user, the user has 
to fill out a short questionnaire and give a valid email 
address. The sign-in process consisted of putting your 
first and last name into the sign-in and then you are in. 
Once signed in the user could choose the kind of sample 
they like to create. 

One minor problem with the site is that it does not 
run with the ever so popular Mozilla Firefox. To run the 
program the user must run it through Microsoft Internet 
Explorer. Another problem was after completing the 
writing sample it just brings you back into the original 
blank sample page. To change the type of writing 
sample you have to sign back in and start over. Also, no 
security was implemented. For example if you know 
John Doe was on the site you could just sign in as him 
and create samples as if you were him.  
 
3.6 Human Brain I – Nueral Nets 

This project describes the form of Artificial 
intelligence noticed as Neural Networks. 

Two stages were done in the use of this Neural 
Network software. The first stage is the training stage. 
In this stage the team presented data to the Network. 
The program processed the data and output was created. 
The team compared the output of the program with their 
desired output. Lastly, weights were applied to the 
program so that the output was acceptable. The second 
stage is the testing stage. In this stage the team will 
present new data to the program and the program will 
then produce an output based on the previous training.  

This team used a software product called Neural 
Solutions and Neural Network Demo to do their major 
task of successful Character Recognition on the letters 
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A, B, C, D, E and F. The goal was for the user to draw a 
rough testing letter and have the trained program be able 
to tell the user what letter it was.  

This team was able to successfully train the system 
to recognize the letters A through F. The team did have 
some trouble with very messy inputted letters such as a 
B. If the middle horizontal line was drawn too close the 
to topmost horizontal line, the system would think that it 
was just the topmost horizontal part of a D, thus the 
system would output the messy B as a D. The solution 
to this would be to load a tremendous amount of sloppy 
letters and apply the needed corrective weights so that 
the system could distinguish them correctly. 
 
3.7 Human Brain II – Hawkins 

The task for this team was to research software 
which attempts to harness brain-like functions to solve 
typical problems. This team did a thorough investigation 
of the Numenta (NuPic) Platform for Intelligent 
Computing. The major task for this team was to create 
training and testing images for Numenta’s Neocortex 
Sourceforge project. 

Similar to Human Brain Project I, this team 
completed the two stages for using Neural Network 
software. The first being the training stage and the 
second being the testing stage. The team successfully 
used Jeff Hawkins’s ideas of Spatial and Temporal sets 
in order to create a satisfying training system in order to 
complete their tasks. 
 
3.8 LOBO Machine Language Simulator  

This project uses the LOBO machine simulator to 
learn what a simple machine code is actually doing. The 
team was provided with the code needed for the project. 
Their objective was to test the simulator and make a list 
of desired/possible improvements and estimate the 
effort required for each. They would also work with the 
customer to prioritize the list and determine which ones 
to implement. Finally, implement the subset of the 
improvements. They also had the ability to improve 
upon the code that was given to them.  

The first thing that should be looked at when 
trying to use the LOBO machine is the report. The 
report given was very comprehensive. It gives not only 
what the program does but also how it worked and also 
the logic behind how it works. This can be very helpful 
on many levels. One, it can help the novice learn how to 
play around with the program and figure out how to use 
it. To the expert, it allows some incite into the 
programmers mind. Sometime when looking at a 
working or non working program it is hard to see what 
exactly the programmer was trying to do. The program 
maybe working but if another programmer wanted to 
add to it sometimes it is hard to figure out how code 
actually worked if it was not thoroughly commented. 

The report also gives examples that take you step by 
step on how the program is run.  

The testing of the program itself was very easy. It 
was web based, so no files needed to be downloaded. In 
conjunction with the report the execution of the program 
ran smoothly. A simplified version of the instructions 
would have been nice to see on the screen just in case 
you did not have the report available. The design was 
very to the point and influential. Many people can find 
this program and report very informative. It succeeded 
in hitting all the focus points. It will be interesting to see 
if this is the last stop for this project or will other people 
try to improve upon it.  
 
4. Conclusion 

When evaluating software for a team/company, it 
is important for the evaluator to keep an open mind to 
the system.  If the evaluator does not agree with the 
methods used by the particular the team/company, it 
does not imply that their system is lacking. The 
evaluator must take time and read all files pertaining to 
the system and then s/he will start to notice things 
thought before to make no sense actually are key parts 
to the system. From reviewing these eight systems, our 
team has learned that every team/company has different 
styles. In order for us to give an honest evaluation we 
have to sometimes re-read files several times to become 
part of that team and understand what exactly ‘we’ were 
trying to implement. 
 


